The polytype 2 MA (/LSbsOvI) has the simplest acentric structure of the antimony oxideiodide family. It undergoes an antiferrodistortive phase transition at 438 K and is both ferroelectric and ferroelastic below that temperature. The complete polarized Raman spectra in the ferroic phase have been measured and compared with those of the ferroelastic, centric polytype 2MC (e-SbsOfl). Several lines could be attributed to S b -0 and S b -I vibrations. A factor group analysis has been performed and compatibility relations have been established connecting phonon species in the low and high temperature phase. As a function of temperature the spectra revealed a strongly temperature dependent central line and several phonon lines whose intensities vanish above T~. Using these phonon line intensities the temperature variation of the order parameter could be determined. The experimental results indicate that the phase transition is of first order.
I. Introduction
Penta-antimony-hepta-oxide-iodide, SbsOTI represents in many respects a unique ferroic material. It exhibits polytypism and up to now eight different polytypic modifications are known. Their crystal structures differ in the number and the stacking of typical, two-dimensional slabs of antimony and oxygen atoms [1] [2] [3] . The most interesting property of the SbsOTI crystal family is the fact that all known polytypes undergo structural phase transitions with transition temperatures T~ ranging between 438 K and 481K and they all are ferroelastic in the low temperature phase. Depending on the stacking sequence and the orientation of successive slabs, centric and acentric polytypes* result. The centric crystals * For a structuralIy relevant identification of the polytypes (originally e, fl, 7 ..-), a modified Ramsdell notation has been introduced E3], in which the symbol sequence denotes: number of slabs per cell, symmetry (e.g. M=monoclinic) and C or A for centric or acentric, respectively. are all purely ferroelastic in the sense of Aizu's definition [4] . The acentric crystals are both ferroelastic and ferroelectric. In previous publications we reported on Raman scattering measurements and the development of a phenomenological theory to account for the phase transitions of the purely ferroelastic, centric two-slab polytype 2MC, which was initially called c~-SbsOTI [5, 6] . This crystal, the structure of which is the basis of the centric polytypes, is found to be most abundant in the crystal growing process. The present paper deals with the acentric, two-slab polytype 2MA which was initially called/%Sb507I. It has the simplest acentric structure and may be considered as the structural basis of the acentric polytypes. The complete Raman scattering spectra of the ferroic phase have been measured. They are compared with the Raman spectra of the polytype 2MC (c~-SbsOTI) and infrared absorption bands of Sb20 3 and SbI 3. Points of specific symmetry of the hexagonal structure are denoted by the usual symbols. The broken line displays the zone resulting from the cell doubling a factor group analysis the number and symmetry of zero-wavevector phonons is enumerated for both phases. The temperature dependence of the spectra up to above the transition temperature is shown and the origin of several phonon lines, whose intensities vanish above T~, is discussed by applying compatibility relations among irreducible representations of the ferroic and the prototypic structure. A short preliminary account of these results has been reported previously [7] .
I|. Crystal Structure and Ferroic Properties
The crystal structure and the space groups of the polytype 2MA (/~-Sb507I) have been determined by Kr~imer [31 for both phases using x-ray diffraction. In this section we summarize the ferroic properties of its structure as far as it is necessary to discuss the Raman spectra and to understand the mechanism of the phase transition. In the high temperature prototypic phase the polytype 2MA belongs to the space group clh(p6) of the hexagonal system. At Tc=438K the crystal undergoes an antiferrodistortive displacive phase transition which doubles one of the primitive translations normal to the hexagonal axis and reduces the space group symmetry to C2(pc) of the monoclinic system. The crystal lacks inversion symmetry and is piezoelectric in both phases. This has been confirmed independently from the structural investigation by observing a second harmonic signal below and above T~ using a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser. The nonlinear susceptibilities are of the order of those of quartz [8] . Figure la shows a projection of the crystal lattice on the monoclinic a-c or hexagonal plane, respectively. For the sake of clarity only Sb-and I-atoms are shown, a, c are monoclinic, al, a 2 hexagonal axes and x, y are Cartesian coordinates. The monoclinic b-axis, the hexagonal aa-axis and the z-coordinate are normal to the plane of the drawing. The primitive periodicity along the crystallographic b(a3) direction comprises two slabs as in the case of the polytype 2MC. The boundary between the slabs is at z=0.5. The lower slab is identical so that of the 2MC modification. In contrast to the polytype 2MC the upper slab is a mirror-image of that of the 2MC-modification, reflected at a plane normal to the hexagonal al-axis and containing the hexagonal a3-axis. This yields an acentric structure with an electric dipole moment approximately parallel to the monoclinic a-axis. In higher order polytypes the primitive period along a 3 comprises multiples of two slabs. The 2MA-polytype is an improper ferroelectric-ferroelastic crystal [9, 10-1 and belongs according to Aizu's classification of macroscopic ferroic properties [-11] to the species 6Fro having three orientation states or domains which differ in electric polarization and elastic strain. The polar axis of the ferroic structure is normal to the hexagonal axis of the prototypic phase, but it is not uniquely defined by symmetry within the monoclinic plane. The crystal structure data [3] and pyroelectric measurements [12] show, however, that the spontaneous dipole moment must be oriented very closely parallel to the monoclinic a-axis. Spontaneous polarization and spontaneous strain are completely coupled. In the ferroic phase the crystal may be reversibly switched from one orientation state to another by applying either an electric field or an uniaxial mechanical stress of a suitably chosen orientation. The prototypic point group C3h may be decomposed into the direct product C3h = C 3 x C s. This shows that the threefold rotations around the hexagonal axis transform one domain into another as in the case of 2MC-SbsOTI. Thus the spontaneous polarization is not reversible but only reorientable by
